Alternatively you can park on campus (cost is $11) in either lot
9, CHS lot, lot 8 or lot 1. You will need to go to the parking
kiosk that is on Westwood Blvd. between Charles E. Young
Drive and Strathmore. If you opt to park on campus, the easiest
would be to locate the spot I have outlined above (easy from lot
8 or 9). If you want to park in lot 1 or CHS, then let me know
and I will give you additional instructions. (Lot 1 you will need to
go through the 200 Medical Plaza building and CHS lot you
should go a different way completely).
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The entrance is on Westwood Blvd. If you choose to park in the
free lot, once you reach the signal at Le Conte Ave. you will
officially be on the UCLA campus. Here you will go north and
pass the next signal which is at the Medical Plaza. Continue
north until you see the next signal, which is for the parking lot
exit for the Ronal Reagan Hospital and also for the crosswalk.
Just before the crosswalk, turn and look to your right, you will
see an entrance (like a store entrance with the automatic doors).
I believe that it says Semel Institute for Neuropsychiatric
Disorders over the door. See picture below.

Driving directions
Walking directions

Enter here (you are entering on the “C” level). Go straight
until you reach the only corridor that you can turn left in. turn
left. You will turn right at the next corridor and left again.
These are the “H” elevators. Take the elevators to level “1”.
Exit level “1”. Proceed out of the elevator hall and turn left
down corridor 7. Proceed straight until you reach the “O”
elevators. Take elevator to level “4”.
Exit level “4”. Proceed out of the elevator and turn right and make a quick
right on the first corridor. You will be facing our new suite 42-210.

